FOR MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY
Students Go Beyond the Flashcards to Form a Strong Foundation in
Medical Terminology
300+ Picmonics of the Most Need-to-Know Medical Terms
Understanding medical terminology is essential for all healthcare students. The Picmonic for Medical
Terminology Add-On leverages concise unforgettable stories and characters to actively engage students,
allowing them to easily remember and apply the preﬁxes, roots, and suﬃxes that combine to form more than
11,000 medical terms. This program provides the ﬂexibility to teach lessons independently and a clear audio
guide for pronunciation, as well as quizzes for tracking student success and remediation. Scientiﬁcally
proven to set your students up to successfully begin courses and study for exams!

What Students are Saying
I am a ﬁrst-grade teacher who is going back to
school! I begin my accelerated BSN program this
fall and was looking for ways to make the
process a little less stressful. I found Picmonic
and I am SO glad that I did! I am learning lots of
valuable lab values, medical terminology, and
medications before even stepping foot into the
classroom. The daily quizzes have allowed me to
gain conﬁdence and pick up more material than I
thought I would be able to! I highly recommend
Picmonic to all nursing students, especially those
that are not yet in the medical ﬁeld, like myself!
- Mackenzie, Nursing Student

In this challenging time where we are learning
everything online, Picmonic is a MUST for Visual
Learners! Desperate for a way to remember and
craving a way to understand the Fundamentals,
Anatomy & Terminology in PN1, I struggled until I
started using Picmonic every day, and I WANT to
use Picmonic every day. My test score jumped
from the 70s to 90s as soon as I started using it. I
am conﬁdent I fully understand the material and
because I learned it on Picmonic, I can easily
recall the pictures, characters, or corny stories,
and choose the correct answer. Thank you so
much for helping me succeed in this program!
- Lori B., LPN Student

Features for Educators
With premium access, educators can
evaluate then integrate Picmonic’s video-quiz
lessons into their curriculum, helping to
engage students and providing a valuable
time-saving early intervention tool.

Available on web,
mobile, and through your
Learning Management
System

Visit us at tetondata.com/product-picmonic
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